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In this T,.v-figllre Land 8 denote the coexisting phases at the 
unary point of solidifieation of the rnonoclinic sulphur, and in the 
same way the points L" and 8" indicate the coexisting phases at 
the unary point of solidification of the monodinic soulre nacré, L' 
and 8' referring to the unary point of solidification of r/wrnbic sul
phur, and 8 1 and 8. to the eoexisting solid phases at the unary 
point of transition. 

In eonclu::lion I will ernphatically point out that it is very weil 
possible that in many respects the l'eal· T"t'-figure of the system sul
phm deviates from the diagram given here. The system sulphur may 
be pseudo-quaternar'y, or even still more eomplicated. Moreover it i~ 
very weIl possible, indeed it is even probable, that in the pseudo
binary systems no eutectie points oceur etc!, but, however strange 
this may seem, this is just now of minor importance. 

At present the only end in view can be this to find a means to 
express the fundamental thought, that we meet here with a system 
that is composed of more than two kinds of molecules, and of whieh 
not only the unary vapour- and liquid phases, but also the uoary 
soUd phases are stat es in which these different kinds of molecules 
are in equilibrium. Starting from this idea the figure given here was 
drawn up, which will probably appeal' to be ab Ie for the present to 
account satisfactorily for tbe observed pheoomena. 

Am,stel'dam, Sept. 25 1912. Anorg. chem. lab. oJ tlte University 

Chemistry. - "The inverse OCCltrJ'ence oJ solid plwses in tlte system 
iron-carbon." By Prof. A. SMITS. (Communieated by Prof. 
A. F. HOLLEMAN.) 

Thl'ougb an investigation made by RUFF 1) concerning the compie
tion of tbe T,x-figure of the system iron-carbon I eame to the con
clusion some time ago that stable carbides probably occur in this 
system '). Shortly aftel' there appeared an abstract of a preliminary 
investigation by WITTORF 3), written in Russian, which seemed to 
eonfirm this surmise. When what seems very probable to me, tbe 
restllts of WITTOR~' are correct, we meet in the system iron-carbon 
with a pecularity, as I demonstl'ated before, which bas been met 
with up to now only in the system eel'iumsulphate-water. This 
peculial'ity consists in the inverse occurrence of solid phases. One of 

1) Metallurgie 458, 497 (1911). 
ll) Z. f. Elektr. Chem. 18, 362 (1912). 
3) Russ. pbY!!I. chem. Ges. 48, 1613 (1911). Compt. rend 1912, 1091. 
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the phMes which shows ihis phenomenon in the system iron-cal'bon, 
is graphite. Graphite is the second component, and when there was 
no deviation from the ordinary state of things the sllccession of the 
solid phases, which coexist with tbe satllrated solid t\nd liquid solu
tions, wOllld be sncb that the carbon content continually inereased 
in one direction. 8tarting at the ordinary temperature we find, how
e\'er, this that th'st graphite, and then ea..tlides are formed, whieh 
latter however wiJl tinally ha\'e to give way before the graphite 
again. 

Now it would follow from thc preliminat'y investigatioils of WITTORF, 
when namely the equilibria examined by him are stabIe, that twiee 
sueh an inverse depo~ition takes place in the system iron-carbon, 
1'01' with rise of temperMure he foond tbis slleeession: 

C--Fe.C-FeC---Fe3 {j-Fe,C? 
from whicb it appears that asolid phas9 witb a It(qltel' percentage 
of iron succeeds not only C, but alw Fe C. 

This phenomenon of inverse occnrrenee of solid phase"l is still so 
strange to us that it is expedient theoretically to enter a little more 
deep)y into this matter. 

To tbrow the peculiar element into strong relief, I shall discIIss 
the phenomenon led by the same example as I used as an illustra
tion in the Zeitschr. f. Elektrochemie. 80 I shall suppose for a 
moment that the suceession of the solid phases which coexist wilh 
satUl'ated liquid solutions with rise of temperatnr<" is tbis: 

C - Fee - FeCs - {j. 
If we now suppose that. the situation of the lines for tlle three

pnase equilibrium with one of these solid phase, so for 8 + L + G, 
i'3 as has been l'epresented in fig. 1, the oosiest way to find the 
situation of the other three-phase lines is to prolong the two three-

l 

p 

r I 

Fig. 1. 
phase lines bc and de metastabIe through the point of intersection 
c, till we meet the metastabIe middle portion of the tbree.pbase 
line for C + L + G in 9 resp, f. 
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IJet us at first. only consider the two three-phase lines for C+L+G 
and FeC + L + G, which are once more drawn separately in fig. 2. 
Tlten it is noteworthy that IJ and .1 are two quadrupie points, where 
vapoul', liquid, graphite alld the carbide FeC coexist. There is, 

p 

T i! 

Fig. 2. 

how€\"er, a difference between these two quadruple points, and the 
most e~sential difference is th is that whereas in the first quadruple 
point b with sllpply of heat graphite with the vapour and the liquid 
phase is conve/"ted to FeC, in the second quadruple point the very 
reversè takes place. 

lf the case supposed here actually existed, we might account for 
it in the following wa)". The simplest supposition we can make is 
that along the three-phase line fOl' C +- L + G the concentration of 
Fee in the vapour and in the liqllid phase continnally increases 
from a to b, becallse the carbon concentration increases, and because 
besides we pl"Obably have here the endothermic process: 

C +- Fe;= FeC - a cal. 

In consf'quence of the shifting of the above mentioned equilibrium 
to the rigbt, the liquid and the vaponr phases in the quadruple 
point h have just become satnrate with FeC, and they are still just 
saturate with graphite. With an infinitely small rise of tbe tempe
rat ure the two phases, whieh are still supposed to be in contact 
with graphite, become supel'satul'ate with l'egal'd to FeC, and uno 
saturate witn regard to graphite, from which follows that on supply 
of heat graphite wiII dissolve and FeC deposit in the quadruple 
point h, till all the graphite is gone. 

So the symbol for the conversion, whieh takes place in the qua-
druple point b on supply of heat is as follows: 

C + Fe ~ FeC in the homogeneous gas-
t ~ and liquid phases. (1) 
C FeC 

solid solid 

• 
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It is clear that if the reverse happens in the quadrnple point ,q, 
the condition must have become different in so far that the homo
geneous gaseous resp. liqllid pha...c;es, which were hefore saturate with 
regard to Fee and unsatllrate with regard to C, mllst he saturate 
again in 9 with respect to both the solid phases, and infinitely little 
abo"e the tempeI'ature of the qnadruple point 9 the gaseous and 
liquid phases in contact with solid FeC must become unsaturate with 
respect to FeC, and snpersaturate with respect to graphite, 80 that 
solid Fee is dissolved, and graphite is deposited, til! all the carbide 
is gone. 

So in tbe quadruple point 9 we get for the transformation on 
supply of heat the symbol 

C + Fe ~ Fe0 in the homogeneous gas-
i tand liquid phases. (2) 
C FeC 

solid solid 

• So the tl-ansformation given here must be endothermic in the 
directioll of the arrmvs. We have to call attention to the fact that 
we assumed for shortness'sake that the formation of FeC iu the 
coexisting gas and liquid phMes is endotherm ic aiong the three phase 
line for C +L + G from a to b. Now, ho wever, we know only 
with certainty that the total transformation (1) is attended wit h 
absorption of heat. 

Wh en in the process of condensation resp. solidification of FeC 
from the coexisting phases more heat was de,'eloped than was absorbed 
in the process of evaporation resp. melting of graphite 1), the process 
in the homogeneous phases would undoubtedly be endotltermic, but 
in the opposite case the total transformation (1) could be endothermic, 
whel'eas the reaction in the homogeneous gas and liquid phases was 
exotltermic. But in this case we should have to inquire how it is 
possible that the gas and liquid phases, which were unsaturate with 
respect to FeC on the three-phase liues bet ween tbe points a and b, 
have beeome satnrate with respect to this compound at b. This is 
easy to see. We must namely considel' two influences here which 
can displace the equilibrium: in the fi1'st place the temperature, and 
in the second place the concentration of the reacting componènts. 
On rise of temperature in the absence of graphite tbe equilibrium 
in the homogeneous gas and liqnid phases would shift to the left, 
but in the presence of graphite jus! tbe reverse would take place, 
when namely the increase of solubility of grapbite p1'edominates over 

1) Tbe heat of mixing included. 
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the inflllence of the temperatUl'e on the homogeneous equilibrium on 
rise of temperatnre. 

Thus we may not cOl1clude from the circumstance that the trans
fonnation (2), which l'efers to the second qlladruple point pis endo-
thermic, that the eonvel'sion in the homogeneous phase proceeds 
endothermieally in the dirf'ction of the arrow. 

If we make the &ame snppositio/l as we did just now, viz. this 
that in Ihe process of evapom,tion resp. melting of FeC more heat 
is ahsorbed than is developed by the process of condensation resp. 
solidification of graphite, tbe lotal heat of transfot'mation (2) might 
be endothel'mic, also when the homogeneous process in the direetion 
of the arrow was e,rothel'mic. 

In the opposite case, howevel', the reaction in the homogeneous 
phases iJl tile direction of the arrow would certainly be endothermic, 

Thus we rom/') tI) the conclu&ion that the case of inverse depo
sition of solid phases supposed here is possible, when the conversion: 

C+ Fe~FeC 

taking plaee in the homogeneous phases bet ween the points 9 and b 
has become less Hl'eatly endothel'mic Ol' e,ro tlterln ie. 

As is known, a change in the heat-effect with the temperatnre is 
a phenomenon of general OCCllrrenee, w hich owes its origin 10 the 
eir('umstance that the specific heat is a fnnction of the temperatul'e. 
Repeatedly gl'eat changes of the heat of reaction wilh the temperature 
have been obsel',,€d, 80 mueh so that a reversal of the sign of the 
heat took place, from which arcordingly follows, that the possibility 
of the here supposed case was 10 he expected on tlle ground of our 
present knowiedge. 

Now we shall proceed to the discussion of the othel' thl'ee-phase 
lines, whieh likewise start f!'Om the two quadl'upJe points band g. 

In the nrst place a thl'ee-phasc line tor C + Fe C + G still starts 
from the point b, Ta determine the direction of this curve we may 
make \lse again of VAN DER WAALS' theor)' of binary mixtures. 

If we denote graphite by SI and carbide by S2' the following 
relation follows from the theor)' mentioned fol' the three-phase line 
for C + Fe C + G : 

(I) 

In the quadruple point b numerator and denominator indicate thc 
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heat-effect and the change of volume, which attends the transfor
mation (1). If we first conRider the denominator, we see tbat VSJ.9 

and V ~q are both negative allel differ little. And as further XS1 -

-x9 > xs~ - xg, we see immediately that the denominator will be 
positive. 

About the numerator we know that it is negative in b, so that 

it follows from the sigu of numerator and denominator, that T :~ 
is negative, and that the three-phase pressure will deseend with 
rise of temperature. at least in the neighbourhood of b. 

With a view to the fmther discussion it is desirabie to examine 
the llumerator somewhat mme closely. nT,l? and Jr.,? are the quan
ti ties of heat wbich are de\eloped when a gr. mol. of SI resp. S, 
evaporates in an infinitely large quantity of the coexisting vapour 
phase. We can divide both quantities into two others, viz. into a 
molecular heat of evaporation and a molecular differential heat of 
mixing e.g. 

W,Si'! =(W~!7)x + n~?llg 
The heat of evaporation (H~~g)x is negative. lf HOW we fUl'ther 

assume that the format ion of FeC is endothermic at h, so 

C + Fe ~FC - a Cal, 

which is more pl'Obable, the heat of mixing WY.l'I'1 will also be nega

tive, so that lt'"Ssg is also negative then. 
For lVs:g we may write: 

WS:'l = (H's:'l)x + n~q.1"lg· 

The molecular heat of e\'aporation (lVs,y\ is again negative. The 

differential heat of mixing TVq '1 will consist al most exclusively in 
, .1', 

the heat effect of the convel'sion: 

Jiè r ~ Pe + C + a Cal 

which as has been indieated here, is positi\'e at iJ, so that W:qx9 
can be also positive, and Ws~ negative or even positive. So we sec 
from this how it is possible here that notwithstanding the fractioll 

XSI -31
g > 1 the quantity lVslg predominates in equation (I), so that 

31s,-:Cg 

the numera10r is negative. 
It is now clear that when OH rise of temperature the heat of 

formation of Fee becomes smaller negative in the gas phase, and 
finllolly passing through zero, assnilles a positive "alue, the negative 
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value of W'19 will continually decrease, and that of W ~ will in
crease. From tbis it follows that the numerator which is at first 
negative, will likewise pass through zero and beeome positive. This 
happens before the second quadruple point 9 bas been reacbed, for 
In that point the numerator must be positive already. So we arrive 

at the conclusion that T ~~, fol' the three-phase line SI + S. + G 

starting from IJ is negative, tben passes tbrough zero, and has a 
positive vB,lne in g, so that the said three-phase line, which joins 
the two quadruple points IJ and g, possessp.s a minimum pressure, 
as is indic,ated in fig. 3. 

p 

" , ' 

,. 

r .J 

Fig. 3. 

The considerations given here may be dil'ectly appJied to the 
fourttl three-phase line of the mentioned two quadruple points, viz. 
to that for SI + S, + L. The equation, which we want in th is case, 
is quite analogo\ls with equation (1), and we need only substitute 
the letter I for 9 to obtain tbe true reJation, so: 

. (11) 

The discussion of the numerator is perfectly identical with that 
just given, but now the denominator requires further consideration. 

We were convinced th at V~'1 and V&1 are l1egative, but about 
tbe quantities VS,1 and V 8:J1 we must make the following remal'ks. 
The known increase of volume, which takes place in iron-carbon 
mixtures on soliditication leads us to expect that this property is to 
be attributed to the presencc of the component carbon, which behaves 
probably in the same way as the substance water. In consequence 
of this not only eal'bon, but also cat'bon-compounds will exhibit in
crease of volume on solidification, specially when the compound 

25 
Proceedings Roral Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. X. V. 
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conlnins comparatively mnelt carbon, whereas componnds with a 
smaller percentage of cal'bon will probably behave like iron. 

1f we now assllme that VSII and V Ssl are both positive, then it 
is possible that the denominatol' of equation (11) is negative, and the 

l1Umel'atol' al80 having a negative value at b, T (~f.) will begin in 
d1 S,S,L 

tliis eRse in b with a positive vallIe. In the serond quadruple point 
IJ the numel'atol' is positive, as I showed before, and conseqllently 

. T(dP) ,viJl be negative. 
dT S,S~L 

Reasoning in the same strain as befol'e in the diseussion of the 
three-phase line for SI + Sz + G it follows that the three-phase line 
fol' SI + S2 + L will possebs a pressure maximum, as has been 
schematically l'epresented in fig. 4. 

p 

Fig. 4. 

Whell on the other hand VStI is posIllve and VS,I negative, tlle 

denominator has a positive value, and l' (dP) wilt consequently be 
dT SIS2L 

negative al band positive at g, in consequence of vrhich the P,T
figme beeomes as it has beeu drawn in fig. 5. 

p 

T J 

r'ig. 1>. 

A metastable lllllllmum cannot occur here, because the three-phase 
lines for C + Fee + G and for C + FeC + Lpass eontinuously 
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into each other by means of two cusps in the way indicated in 
fig. 51

). ll'inally it may st.ill be pointed out th at it is possible that in 
the last case the denominator passes through zero, which would 
bring about a combination of the figures 4 and 5. 

If we now apply the results obtained here to our original case 
i~ in fig. 1, we al'rive casHy at the COI'rec.t result, when we 
omit ia 0tH" tbeu&llts first the three-phase line for FeC, + L + G, 
and then tbst for F1tC +J .. + G . We tben gE:'t two interseeting 
figures, in which we can easily distinguisb the stabie equilibria from 
tbe metastahle ones. 

Fig. 6 gives the P,T-pl'ojection for the case tbat we have twice 
the same type as fig. 4. 

~' 

p 

T 
Fig. 6. 

Tbe tbree-phase lines for C + Fe C + G and C + Fe Cs + G 
intersect in h, wbere n. new quadruple point is formed, from whicb 
two more three-pbaB(> lines start, viz. hk for 0 + FeO + Fe02 and 
hc for FeO + FeC, + G. The point k is the point of intersection 
for tbe three-phase line Inn'g for C + FeC + L, and of tbe three-

1) Comp. the paper of Dr. SCHEFFER, These Proc. p. 389. 

25* 
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phase linc fm/tI for C + Fee, + L, and so this latter thr'ee-phase 
li1lt', wlJich Marls from thc metastahle quadrupje point f, beeomes 
~tahle at "', and tijen aftel' haying reached a maximum, it runs fo 
tilt' qnadrnple point d. So the point k is also a quadl'uple point, 
where bcsides the two mentioncd three-phase lines, two othel's meet 
viz. tile tllree-phasc line for FeC+FeC.+L and that fol' C+FeC+FeC" 
11 is clear that the &itllation could also have been sucl!' tIJat the 
thl'ee-phase Jine fOl' C + Fee + L possessed a stabIe maximum, but 
.this <loes not gi\e rise to essential modifiealions. If we examine a 
cOllIbination of twicc the type of fig. 5, tlle ease is less remarkable. 

AnoÎ'ganic Chemical Laboratory 

.1;nslcn!(( 111, S't'j1tember 8, 1912. of tlte Univer$it.y. 

Physi.cs. - "Uil tlw S!l-:tem ether-WIller." By DI'. F. E. C. Scmu"FER. 

(Commnnicated by Prof .• 1. D. VAN DER W AAI,S). 

1. In lIis Thesis fOl' the docwrate (1912) Dr. REEDF.RS des('ribed a 
J1ulIlhel' of experiments whieh were undertaken with a view to the 
experimental realisittion of thc phenomenon of double retrograde 
eondensation, whieh had been predicted by Prof, VAN Dim WAALS. 

Both the systems \vhieh were used fOl' this investigation, cal'bonie acid 
and lll'ethane, resp. ear'bonjc acid and nitl'obenzene exhihited dJl'(~e

phase pl'eSSllres, whieh at the same temperature, were lower than 
tlle \'apour pressures of the carbon ie acid. In neilher of the systems 
the direet ob'3ermtion of the said phenomenoll has been possible, In 
my opinioll DI'. RI<:F.m:n ... 'l juslly ascribes the failure of Ihis ohser\'ation 
10 the fact that the differenee in 701atility of the components of both 
systems is so gl'eat thai the vapour ph ase under three-phase pressure 
practically consists of pure carbonie aeid, and consequently the 
qUHnlity of the liql1id layer, pOOl' in curbonic acid, which is formetf 
dlll'ing the retrograde condensation, is so small that it escapes obser
yatioll. The critical points of the upper layer lie for bath systems 
at f'oncentrations whieb are smalle}' than 2 mol. percentages of the 
least volatile subslanee, and hence the concentration which is to 
present the double retrograde condensation contains still less of the 
st'eond eomponent. 

When Dr. REEDEUS toid me his results a long time before the 
pnblication of his Thesis for the Doctorate, it did not seem impossible 
to me that a system, in which the volatility of the components 


